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Disclaimer
The access to hidden space energy by the Heterodyne Resonance
Mechanism is a new field of research that may involve some unknown side
effects. Experimenters in this field must take special precautions. From
one hand they must use high voltage in the order of 40 – 60 kV. From the
other hand the effect is accompanied with emission of Longitudinal
(referenced also as Scalar) waves. Isotropic Longitudinal waves dissipate
fast with the distance but may penetrate through shields and can propagate
by ground connections. They may cause problem for sensitive electrical
equipment. For this reason, the power supply source must be from a
battery that is completely separated (no galvanic connection) from the
power grid. For measurement of electrical parameters electromagnetic
instruments are preferable or if using digital instruments they must be
optically isolated. If using a power above a few hundred watts the
experimenters must be cautious about some unknown health effects.
Individual researchers must be aware that they provide experiments in this
field at their own risk and responsibility. The author of this book cannot be
held responsible for any injury, damage or loss of property that may
eventually occur by improper experimental setup or test provided in not
suitable environment.
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INTRODUCTION
Our curiosity for understanding the Universe has presented us with an
illogical absurdity. How could the Universe begin with an explosion from
a singularity (a mathematical point) and continue to expand with a velocity
approaching the speed of light? Where did this unimaginable enormous
energy come from? Today we often hear of concepts like the existence of
dark matter, dark energy, and even a negative energy. What is the physical
meaning of these absurd concepts? Are they a result of something
fundamentally wrong about our view of the space we live in?
Dissatisfaction with such absurdities led me to search for the
fundamental truth. For many years I reviewed articles in quite different
fields before arriving at an original idea on space, time, matter and energy.
In 2001 I published the treatise Basic Structures of Matter –
Supergravitation Unified Theory (BSM-SG). Reviving the old belief of the
existence of a space medium, I elaborated a detailed space-time physical
model I called the Cosmic Lattice. Such a model has never been
investigated before. This was a starting point from which I succeeded in
building physical models of elementary particles. This permitted a new
logical understanding of accumulated knowledge about physical
phenomena in quite different fields of physics.
The new space-time concept of the BSM-SG theory revealed the
heretofore unpredicted existence of hidden space energy. It is related to the
controversial issue of Zero Point Energy (ZPE). Although particle physics
experiments and some elaborations in quantum mechanics lead to the
possible existence of such energy, its physical origin was an unresolved
enigma. The reason is the denial of the existence of a space medium. In
fact, its existence is hidden behind meaningless terms like “physical
vacuum”, “space-time”, “vacuum polarization”, “quantum phenomenon”,
etc. A frequent tendency today is to assign the term ‘quantum’ or use the
uncertainty principle as a cover for phenomena for which there is no
reasonable explanation. The BSM-SG theory demonstrates that a logical
explanation does exist for any physical phenomenon.
Using the BSM-SG models for experimental analysis, I found that the
existence of a space medium is fundamentally important for understanding
with unperturbed human logic all processes from the micro-cosmos to the
universe. It defines not only the velocity of light, but also Newtonian
gravitation, mass and inertia, the electrical and magnetic fields, the
quantum mechanical properties and relativistic effects. Furthermore, the
unveiled structure of space called the Cosmic Lattice, contains two forms
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of hidden space energy – static and dynamic. They are spread everywhere
in the universe around us. The static energy is the primary source of
nuclear energy, while the dynamic type is the enigmatic ZPE. The latter
type is behind the electrical and magnetic fields. It is much weaker than
the static type but is also unlimited because the two types are connected.
This energy is not a form of radiation. A fraction of this energy can be
accessed by a physical phenomenon that I discovered and called a
Heterodyne Resonance Mechanism (HRM). The HRM effect was
successfully used in my research on gravity, described in the book, “Field
Propulsion by Control of Gravity – theory and experiments”, published in
2008. I was convinced at that time that the HRM effect could also be used
to access the ZPE, but some time was needed for experimenting and
elaboration of the technical means.
In this book I teach how to use the HRM effect for accessing the
hidden ZPE. Obtaining a fraction of this energy can be achieved only
following a clear understanding of the underlying physical process. This
book creates the opportunity for beginning a completely new direction of
research in which the power of logical understanding will demonstrate
unexpected results.
I would like to mention that access to this hidden space energy might
possibly be accompanied by some unknown effects. My advice is to try
initially no more than couple hundred of watts power. Jumping to higher
power could require the use of some radioactive isotopes. For these and
other reasons, my opinion is that the goal is to build small energy devices.
Their independence from natural resources, for example, will make them
useful for space environment. This might be beneficial for humanity. How
will the Earth handle its growing population? Our civilization may reach
the point of exhausting the Earth resources. This could lead to wars for
resources and finally to ecological disaster. Even without a global war or
pandemic event the tendency to replace natural resources with artificial
might have unpredictable side effects for human health and environment.
A new direction of research based on the discovered HRM effect could
lead to new technologies suitable for a space travel.
The price of this e-book is fairly low for the useful information it
provides. My whole life experience is behind it. The advice to the reader
who plans to do experimental work is to buy also the paperback version.
The latter is more convenient as a frequent reference manual where one
could put own marks.
Stoyan Sarg, Canada, 2020.
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CHAPTER 7
Physical and technical considerations for accessing
the zero point energy by the HRM effect
7.1. Considerations and technical requirements for using
the HRM effect.
The conclusions in §4.55. of Chapter 4 are quite important
for understanding the physical process of lightning. Conclusions 3
and 4 of §5.8 from the analysis of lightning are also of particular
importance. They help to understand the conditions for releasing the
energy accumulated in the superclusters of ion-electron pairs. Not
all ionized atoms can be involved in the formation of ion-electron
pairs. Some of them will contribute to current. If this current
exceeds some critical level, the generated magnetic field will affect
the complex magnetic field of the ion-electron pairs (see §4.5.4 and
§4.5.5). This could lead to their destruction and the release of the
zero point energy accumulated in them. The process is developed as
an avalanche. The observed effect is a rapid gas expansion
(thunderstorm), optical flash and EM radiation.
It is evident that there are not directly observable physical
sub-processes in lightning phenomenon and three apparent effects.
Not observable physical sub-processes:
a. Creation of ion-electron pairs and accumulation of
zero point energy
b. Destruction of the superclusters of the ion-electron
pairs and release of the accumulated zero point energy.
Apparent effects:
c. Gas expansion (and contraction in Papp’s engine)
d. Optical flash and thunder
e. EM radiation
These effects are identifiable also in the Papp engine, in
Edwin Grey’s power tube and in the Testatika machine developed
by Paul Baumann.
Copyright © 2020 by Stoyan Sarg
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Physical sub-process a.
In the case of the natural lightning phenomenon, the ionelectron pairs are the result of the ionization process causing the
electrification of the clouds [89]. They are distributed in a large
volume.
In the case of Papp’s engine, the ion-electron pairs are also a
result of ionization but caused by radioactive isotopes and RF
emitters in the MHz range. The spark discharge also creates
ionization and formation of ion-electron pairs, but in a small volume
surrounding the spark. In our small volume experiment, this could
be done either by using radioactive isotopes (enclosed in “buckets’),
and RF or microwave radiation within a proper spectral range. It is a
good idea to avoid initially the use of radioactive isotopes in the
experiments and devices. The ionization can be achieved by other
means, but the technical solution requires more experimental
research. The advantage of using radioactive isotopes is more
uniform volume ionization, but there is a danger of radioactive
contamination.
Physical sub-process b.
The destruction of the ion-electron pairs is achieved by
injecting a strong current through the plasma. The magnetic field of
this current interacts with the magnetic field of the ion-electron
pairs. This leads to their full or partial destruction and the release of
the stored ZPE energy accessed by the electrons. In fact, the
technical realization of the HRM effect appears implemented in the
Papp engine described in the patents, although the inventor lacked
the physical understanding. The electrical part of the implementation
includes a plasma switch discussed in section §7.3.

7.2. The Papp engine and related experiments.
7.2.1. Physical and technical considerations
The working effect in Papp’s engine and similar experiments
is the process of gas expansion and contraction. We may call it a
plasma ignition. An external magnetic field generated by a solenoid
is implemented in Papp’s engine and most of the other replication
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devices, but without physical understanding of its role. The
experimenters mention that this increases the displacement of the
piston from the gas expansion. In fact, such an effect is in complete
agreement with the theoretical considerations d. in §4.5.5. The use
of an axially aligned external magnetic field helps to orient the ionelectron superclusters in the direction of gas expansion. This
contributes to the non-thermal expansion effect of the expanding
gas. Another feature of the superclusters is also very important: the
RF emission and also the collision properties of the Rydberg matter.
This is in agreement with the study of L. Holmlid [25] and F.
Olofson, P. Andersson and L. Holmlid about Rydberg matter (ionelectron pairs): the time between collisions of RM clusters with gas
molecules is approximately 100ns, while the time between collisions
with other RM clusters is > 6 hrs. [27]. This is an extremely
important signature of the strong stability of the superclusters of ionelectron pairs. Therefore, their orientation by an external magnetic
field is quite important prior to the gas expansion. Then the gas
expansion exhibits a strong unidirectional pressure component. This,
in fact, contributes to a unique non-thermodynamic effect and
explains why an insignificant temperature rise is observed in the
experiments using Papp’s principle.
One particular feature of the HRM effect that is not
envisioned either in Papp’s or other patent applications should be
emphasized. In the experimental study and analysis in §4.3 and
particularly in Fig. 4.12, it was found that the HRM oscillations are
separated from the activation pulse by a specific time delay. This
delay was about 20 uS in the test at partial vacuum, but it might be
different for different gases and gas pressures. It could depend also
on other technical design parameters. These conditions are difficult
to predict, but the delay is important. This could perhaps have been
one of Papp’s problems. The time from his first successful prototype
until his death was about 20 years. However, he was unable to
achieve the expected efficiency in successive prototypes built during
that time. Other experimenters on Papp’s engine also did not
envision the importance of such a physical parameter. The optimal
delay must be found by following the test procedure.
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From the physical point of view we formulate the following
considerations:
1. Creation of ion-electron pairs in a possibly large volume:
a. by using a high voltage with a broad frequency range to
ionize the gas mixture
b. by using radioactive isotopes enclosed in capsules of a
properly selected metal with a proper thickness.
2. Use of a high current from a low voltage source to destroy
the ion-electron pairs in order to release the stored zero
point energy
3. Use of an external magnetic field for proper orientation of
the superclusters of ion-electron pairs.
4. Implementation of an adjustable delay between the
triggering HV spark and the low voltage high current
5. Use of a technical means for conversion of the plasma
expansion to usable energy
Consideration 1. a. could be technically realized by using a Tesla
coil with a spark gap. It generates HV pulses with a broad
frequency spectrum. The spark could be AC or could be rectified
by fast HV diodes and must trigger a corona effect. The
technical problem with this option is the uniform creation of ionelectron pairs in a large volume, since the corona effect depends
on gas pressure and surface contamination.
Consideration 1. b. This option, used in Papp’s patent and other
patent applications, assures more uniform ionization in the
working volume. It is not affected by the surface contamination.
The use of radioactive isotopes, however, puts some restrictions
on the design of commercial devices.
Consideration 2. It is preferable to use the discharge of a charged
capacitor. The initial current is quite strong and falls
exponentially. This is useful from the point of view of
decreasing the input energy.
Consideration 3. A cylinder with a piston made of non-magnetic
material would convert the expanding gas plasma to mechanical
energy.

130
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Consideration 4. There are two options for realizing the required
magnetic field: a. an external solenoid coil supplied by high
current; b. a permanent magnet.
In case a. the coil should contain a large number of turns of a proper
wire diameter. The current through the wire should be constant
during the gas expansion phase. (In Bob Rohner’s Plasma
Blaster, the current from 24 VDC is about 3-4 amperes).
In case b. the magnet should be of ferrite type in order to avoid an
eddy current.
Consideration 5. The delay between the HV spark and the
beginning of current discharge of a capacitor must be tuned
during the operation until the optimal efficiency is reached.
The process of plasma expansion and contraction exhibit some
important features not envisioned by classical thermodynamics. It
does not cause a temperature increase like in fuel combustible
engine (only a few degrees). This effect is more apparent when
operating with a mixture of noble gases than with air. It has been
demonstrated by a number of experimenters and especially by Bob
Rohner. Our conclusion is that two physical processes are involved
in the gas expansion and collapse: one is a classical
thermodynamic process, but the other is not.
A part of the input energy is spent in a thermodynamic process.
It is transmuted to heat and so a small portion is used for gas
expansion. This is the classical thermodynamic process.
The remaining input energy goes to creation of ion-electron
pairs. It triggers the process of tapping the zero point energy
which is not a classical thermodynamic process. The orientation
of the superclusters by the external magnetic field is also a nonclassical thermodynamic effect.
7.2.2. Physical and technical overunity
According to the brief introduction in §3.3.1, physical overunity
is considered for input and output energies of different kinds (for
example, electrical input energy and kinetic output energy), while
technical overunity means that both energies are of the same type.
The preferable option is for both to be of the electrical type.
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In the case of Papp’s engine principle, physical overunity is the
initial goal, without which technical overunity is impossible.
Obtaining a plasma expansion is not a problem, but physical
overunity could not be achieved without optimization. Such
optimization is possible only by understanding the underlying
physics.
Obtaining overunity requires the energy of the nonthermodynamic effect to be greater than the energy of the
thermodynamic effect.
The non-thermodynamic effect of gas expansion should be
optimized in order to achieve overunity. The external magnetic
field plays an important role for this purpose.
Question: Why does the gas contraction appear slower than the
expansion?
The theoretical answer is the following. The axially oriented
clusters of ion-electron pairs contribute to the gas expansion in the
direction of piston motion. At the end of the expansion phase, they
are destroyed and don’t have the property of their own magnetic
field. Consequently, they could not possibly be oriented along the
external magnetic field. So the contraction phase will not have the
same unidirectional property as the expansion phase. In other words,
in the contraction phase the classical thermodynamic effect
dominates.
If a minimum physical overunity is obtained, the following
considerations are valid for achieving technical overunity.
a. Use of a means for converting gas expansion to a kinetic
mechanical energy
b. Use of a means for converting mechanical into electrical
energy
c. Use of an electrical converter to supply the required
input electrical energy obtained from a fraction of the
output energy.
The cases a. and b. are implemented in Papp’s engine and in
other patents mentioned in §6.1.1. There is no existing information
for the implementation of case c. In the Testatika device of Paul
Baumann, a different technical implementation is used for capturing
the zero point energy and converting it into current.
132
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7.3. Experimental setup.
The main purpose of this book is to guide experimenters and
researchers. There is a useful parallel between the physics of natural
lightning and the concept of Papp’s engine. Before jumping to build
a device with technical overunity, it is preferable to create an
experimental setup in which the input and output energies can be
estimated with a high level of confidence. During the tests,
important theoretical understanding and practical experience would
be obtained.
The experimental setup includes a Plasma ignition device
comprised of mechanical and electrical parts, a vacuum pump, a gas
filling system and a measuring system. The Plasma ignition device
helps to understand the functional operation of Papp’s engine, to
estimate input and output energy, and to provide important
measurements and adjustments of some critical parameters.
7.3.1 Plasma ignition device
Fig. 7.1. shows a model of a test bed that will help
understanding the principle of Papp engine. Some differences from
Papp’s engine model will be mentioned below.
The cylinder 1 and the piston 2 are made of non-magnetic
material. The piston has a stop position at its left-most position that
defines the initial volume of the working chamber 3. The chamber is
initially purged by a vacuum pump through a valve 8 and then filled
with an noble gas mixture.. The gas mixture is at normal
atmospheric pressure, but optionally it could be at a higher pressure.

Fig. 7.1. Functional model of the Plasma ignition device
Copyright © 2020 by Stoyan Sarg
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The solenoid 3 contains many turns of a thin wire with a
purpose to create a homogeneous magnetic field inside of the
working chamber. The electrodes 4 and 5 are for the high voltage
spark, while the electrodes 6 and 7 are for the low voltage high
current discharge from a capacitor. All four electrodes are of
tungsten, and the anode and cathode do not contain any radioactive
isotopes. Initially, a HV on the order of 40 kV is applied (AC or
DC), usually as multiple pulses to electrodes 4 and 5. A thin plasma
discharge appears between the electrodes, but it must pass through
the four electrodes. Usually, a relay can connect the anode and
cathode to a capacitor and a strong current is discharged through the
plasma. (However, the author performed successful experiments
without a relay). At this point, an explosion is observed causing a
Plasma expansion followed by immediate contraction. The piston is
displaced and then returned to the initial position. The Plasma
expansion from the explosion seems less sudden than from a
chemical explosion and is followed by immediate contraction. Also,
the expansion time is shorter than the contraction time. When the
solenoid coil is activated, the expansion is stronger. Many
researchers have pointed out that the process does not deliver much
heat in comparison to the fuel ignition in a gas combustion engine.
The configuration of the electrodes plays the role of a plasma
switch. The HV spark creates plasma through which the current
from a low voltage source passes. In fact the HV spark creates
initially plasma of ion-electron pairs and then the strong current
from the capacitor discharge causes the ignition of the plasma. This
is a short transient process causing increase of the pressure followed
by a slower decrease. In Pap’s engine a radioactive source and RF
emitter are used for the gas pre-ionization (creation of ion-electron
pairs). We do not use any radioactive source. The low voltage
usually comes from a charged capacitor, but a minimum voltage
threshold is required. It could be in the range of 100 to 500 VDC,
depending on the capacitor value and electrode configuration and
gaps. When the time between consecutive HV triggering is
decreased, the plasma ignition occurs at a lower voltage because of
the residual ionization.
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In an experimental setup for studying the process for
achieving overunity, it is useful to replicate the device built and
demonstrated by Bob Rohner known as the Plasma Blaster (fig. 6.7),
but with some functional improvements. Bob Rohner does not have
his own patent, but his research and development of a variety of
devices based on Papp’s principle was quite useful in the analysis.
The picture of the Plasma Blaster built by Bob Rohner was shown in
Fig. 6.8.a, while the bottom head with electrodes was shown in Fig.
6.8.b (Chapter 6).
In 2018-19, the author and technical assistant, Velin Asenov,
built and tested an experimental plasma ignition device. It is similar
to Bob Rohner’s Plasma Blaster but has some modifications. The
mechanical part of the device is shown in Fig. 7.2. a. and the
electrode system in Fig. 7.2.b. The device must be fixed on an
elevated stand in order to observe the flash of plasma through the
bottom window through a 45 deg mirror. (This arrangement is used
by Bob Rohner). The bottom section, called a head, encloses a
working chamber with permanent magnets and an electrode system.
The noble gas mixture passes through the check valve 8 after the
working chamber is purged by a vacuum pump. The cylinder at the
top of the head contains a piston. A rod extends above the cylinder
that can push another rod connected to a measuring system. The
following modifications differ from the Plasma Blaster of Bob
Rohner. Instead of an external magnetic field created by a solenoid
placed over the working cylinder, two permanent magnets inside the
working chamber were used. A ring spacer of soft iron was placed
between the magnets in order to extend the magnetic field. A
homogeneous magnetic field is created inside of the working
chamber , aligned along the axis of the cylinder.
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Fig. 7.2. Sketch of the experimental Plasma ignition device;
a. – mechanical part, b.- electrode system.
A small modification was also made in the electrode system.
In order to avoid a direct HV discharge between the electrodes 4 and
5, the tips of these electrodes have the configuration shown in Fig.
7.2.b. In this case, the high voltage spark has a path 12. It must
connect all four electrodes in order to provide conductive plasma for
the strong low-voltage current from the low-voltage source (charged
capacitor) in order to pass between the anode and cathode. This is a
kind of plasma switch which is activated by the HV spark.
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In prior art experiments the high and low voltage discharge
are separated by a relay. The relay usually has a delay in
milliseconds. Consequently, the logic that controls the necessary
delay according to Consideration 5 must take this into account. It
also puts a rigid constraint on a small jitter from the relay. Other
options without using a relay are possible for those who have the
necessary skill. The author designed a plasma switch that allows the
delay to be adjusted without using a relay. The circuit is shown and
discussed in the next section.
7.3.2. Electrical system
The electrical block diagram designed by the author for the
experimental plasma ignition device is shown in Fig. 7.3. The
picture of the electrical block was shown in Fig. 5.6 (Chapter 5).
(Bob Rohner does not provide the electrical circuit of his Plasma
Blaster).

Fig. 7.3. Electrical block (circuit) diagram of the
experimental plasma ignition device
The capacitor bank C2 is initially charged to a selected
voltage in the range of 300 – 380 VDC and then a HV spark is
triggered by the start button. The capacitor C2 discharges through
the plasma switch with a loud sound, but C2 does not discharge in
full. It must also be mentioned that a minimal threshold voltage
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exists, not only for HV but also for the voltage in the C2 capacitor,
in order to discharge through the plasma switch. In a successful
triggering, the threshold of the C2 voltage decreases slightly.
The HV AC module drives a Tesla coil T.C. through the
circuit shown in Fig. 7.3. The circuit diagram of this module is
shown in Fig. 7.4.

Fig. 7.4. Circuit diagram of HV AC supply module and Tesla coil
driver.
The Tesla coil is wound on a tube with a diameter of 25 mm.
It has a primary coil of 7 turns of thick 2 mm diameter wire and a
secondary coil with 140 turns of 0.4 mm diameter wire. The
is rectified by a HV diode bridge D2 and conveyed to the HV
electrodes 4 and 5. The HV bridge D2 is comprised of 8 HV diodes –
2 diodes in each bridge arm connected in series. The main
specifications of the diodes are: 20 KV, 0.1 A, 100 ns. The HV
spark through the plasma switch consists of HV pulses with
amplitude of about 40 kV and repetition rate of 200 pulses/sec. On
top of these pulses there are HV pulses with a frequency of 50 kHz.
This frequency can be adjusted by the potentiometer P2 (Fig. 7.4),
while the pulse rate is defined by the circuit C1 and the voltage value
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of GDT and L1 (Fig. 7.3). GDT is known also as a surge arrester. It
is for 5 kV and serves as a spark gap for the Tesla coil.
The shown electrical part permits operation of the Tesla coil
for a time duration defined by IC1 after pressing the button S 1. The
mono-vibrator (one short) build on IC1 defines the ON time
duration that is adjusted by the potentiometer P1. The 50 kHz
frequency of the Tesla coil is defined by the multivibrator IC2 and
the frequency is adjusted by the potentiometer P2.
The HV transformer is a model 28K047 from
www.amaizing1.com. Such a transformer could be also built on a
ferrite core used in old CRT monitors with proper isolation of the
secondary coil. The inductance L2 must be on a ferrite core with an
air gap (mica spacers). The presented driving circuit of the Tesla coil
provides very high-power efficiency, about 90%.
The low voltage section contains a capacitor charger that is a
DC supply module with adjustable output between 100 and 400
VDC. It charges a capacitor bank of 8 electrolytic capacitors, 100
mkF/450 V, connected in parallel. The inductance L1 with a value of
about 0.5 – 1 mH, together with the resistor R1 (Fig. 7.3), is needed
to limit the initial peak current during charging of the capacitor. The
resistor R1 is preferably a power wired resistor in the range of 20 to
100 ohms depending on the required rate of consecutive triggerings.
The capacitor charger could be a commercial one; however, it must
be of a switching type with proper parameters to avoid energy loss
in some heated elements. Alternatively, it could be built as a flyback
transformer with a rectifier. To have an effective power, it must
operate at a frequency that resonates with the ferrite transformer.
The author designed a capacitor charging module, and its circuit
diagram is shown in Fig. 7.5.
The transformer is built on two U-core ferrites used in old
TVs or computer monitors with a CRT. IC1 is an oscillator, the
frequency of which may be adjusted to the ferrite resonance
frequency. The voltage to which the capacitor bank must be charged
depends on the time the switch S1 is on. Note that the initial current
in this circuit is high (about 5 A) for tens of milliseconds, so that for
fast charging a lead acid battery of 12 V is suitable. For a smaller
initial current, the value of R1 (Fig. 7.3) could be increased at the
expense of some power loss due to heating.
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Fig. 7.5. Circuit diagram of a capacitor charger

Fig 7.6 shows the picture of the capacitor charger.

Fig. 7.6. Capacitor charger built on the circuit shown in Fig. 7.5
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Fig. 7.7 shows a picture of the electrical part of the
experimental plasma device.

Fig. 7.7. Device for demonstration of mini-lightning. (A portable
commercial module for charging the capacitor C2 was used).
Fig. 7.8 shows the experimental system for the initial
prototype of the plasma ignition device (electrical and mechanical)
with the vacuum pump, gas filling system and measuring air
pressure cylinder.

Fig. 7.8. Experimental system of the plasma ignition device shown with
the author (right) and his technical assistant, Velin Asenov (left)
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It must be pointed out that there is a critical time delay
between the HV spark and the low voltage current found
experimentally. It corresponds to the theoretical Consideration 5 in
§4.55.a. Chapter 4. The delay is necessary to create ion-electron
pairs and it must be adjusted experimentally. It was not envisioned
by Joseph Papp and all other researchers, but it is critically
important. The delay is implemented by the adjustable inductance
L1. It must be wound over an open ferrite
core as shown in Fig. 7.9. (A coil with a
ring ferrite should not be used because of
saturation caused by the initial current
from the capacitor discharge).
Fig. 7.9.
The ferrite core (from an old AM receiver antenna) is about
8 mm in diameter and 10 cm long. The coil contains 50 turns of 1.4
mm diameter copper wire. The inductance is adjustable in the range
from 0.25 mH to 0.3 mH by sliding the ferrite core.
For studying Papp’s engine principle, the demonstration of
mini-lightning (Fig. 7.7) can be used, but it is not enough for
obtaining the expected energy efficiency. Gas ionization from the
HV spark is not sufficient for creation of the necessary quantity of
ion-electron pairs. In Papp’s patent, the low-voltage electrodes
contain “buckets” of enclosed radioactive isotopes (see §6.1.1 and
Fig. 6.2). They are also connected to a high frequency (HF)
generator. According to Papp’s patent, the generator is adjustable
and generates a single frequency in the range of 26 to 40 MHz.
Both the radioactivity and the HF radiation, combined with a proper
gas mixture, assure a constant ionization below the level of the
plasma conductivity. This is a condition for creating sufficient ionelectron pairs. In other words, the ionization must be below the level
at which the plasma switch is triggered. Our experimental setup for
the plasma device did not have such means and this obviously
affected the efficiency. The single pulse output energy that we
obtained was a few times smaller than the pulse energy of Bob
Rohner’s Plasma Blaster, but we did not have a radioactive source, a
RF emitter and a noble gas mixture. Nevertheless, the effect of
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plasma expansion and contraction, even with air at normal
atmospheric pressure, was observed in all our tests.
In Papp’s patent and Bob Rohner’s Plasma Blaster, the RF
source is conveyed to the anode or cathode or to both. Our
suggestion is to use a Tesla coil with an air gap (or a glow discharge
tube instead of air gap) that generates not a single, but multiple
frequencies in the MHz range. Fig. 7.10. shows the circuit diagram
of a self-oscillating low-power Tesla coil designed for this purpose.

Fig. 7.10. Efficient low-power self-oscillating Tesla coil
The circuit of Fig. 7.10 is similar to the circuit for studying
the HRM effect in plasma given in Chapter 4 (Fig. 4.21) but with
some differences. Instead of the vacuum cell VC (Fig 4.21) there is
an open air spark gap SG while the inductance L1 is a primary of the
Tesla coil TC. The capacitor bank is made of 12 capacitors, 100
are for adjustment of the Tesla coil operation. R1 is needed to limit
the initial charging current of C1. The unique feature of this Tesla
coil is that it is self-oscillating. Oscillations take place in the primary
circuit SG, C2 and L1 at proper values of the HV, the spark gap SG
distance, the capacitor C2 and resistor R2. Depending on selection of
the above-mentioned parameters, the oscillations in the primary coil
are in the range of 30 – 200 Hz. They result from the negative slope
of the V-A characteristic of the spark gap SG. At the secondary
Tesla coil, oscillations are in a broad MHz frequency range covering
the HRM spectra.
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This self-oscillating Tesla coil is distinguished from the
classical one in that the capacitor C2 does not discharge in full and
the current in the primary is limited by the resistor R2. For this
reason, its power is low. The similarity with the circuit in Fig. 4.21
and the observable effect of HF generation in the MHz range with
very low power consumption leads to a conclusion that a small
HRM effect is taking place. A very good efficiency was obtained by
generating a high voltage up to 25 kV AC with low output current
circuit parameters: SG air gap 0.3 mm; HV = 3250 VAC at C1 =
8.33 uF; C2 =1 nF; R2 = 2.2 Mohm; d = 8 mm. According to the
Paschen law curve, the breakdown voltage at d = 8 mm is 23 kV. PS
is a commercial DC HV power supply for a photomultiplier (Venus
Scientific Inc., model K30). It is supplied by 15 VDC, current 250
mA. The total power consumption of this Tesla coil including the
HV PS is 3.75 W.
Fig. 7.11 shows the Tesla coil built with the circuit of Fig. 7.10.

Fig. 7.11. Low power consumption Tesla coil.
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The metal cylinder behind the Tesla coil in Fig. 7.11 serves
as a ground. The SG and HV (23 kV) sparks are shown zoomed at
the bottom of the figure. This Tesla coil delivers an AC output
voltage of 23 kV (current about 100 uA) for an input power of 3.75
watts. With such small power consumption, this RF source could
work in a continuous mode of operation. The electrodes of SG must
be of tungsten with a possibility for precise gap adjustment. One
additional important requirement for stable operation is that the
circuit needs a connection to a metal object of mass M for stable
operation. However, it does not need to be the Earth ground. A
metal object with weight no less than 0.5 kg is sufficient. The metal
body of the plasma ignition device would meet this requirement.
If the low power consumption Tesla coil does not have
enough power for pre-ionization, a more powerful option could be
used based on the circuit diagram shown in Fig. 7.3 and the HV AC
supply module (Tesla coil driver) shown in Fig. 7.4.
For the pre-ionization purpose, the working chamber with
the electrode system shown in Fig. 7.2 must be modified by adding
four additional electrodes preferably made of tungsten. They must
be isolated from the body and inserted between the other 4
electrodes, but at different heights in order to not affect the path of
the HV spark that triggers the plasma explosion. All of them could
be connected to the top terminal of the Tesla coil, while the bottom
of the secondary should be connected to the metal body. These
electrodes should have sharp edges to facilitate the corona discharge
between them and the metal body.
7.3.3. Vacuum/gas filling system
We will not describe the preparation of the noble gas
mixture. Purchasing of a bottle of Penning type of noble gas mixture
is discussed by Bob Rohner in his demonstrations (at 8:00 min) at
the Extraordinary Technology conference, 2013 [58]. Before filling
with the noble gas mixture, the air of the plasma device must be
evacuated. Fig. 7.12 shows schematically the gas-filling system.
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Fig. 7.12. Vacuum/gas filling system
For air evacuation and purging, a one stage oil vacuum pump
could be used. In our recent test, a 1/3 HP NORMAN vacuum
pump Model RS-1.5 was used. It is specified at 30 Pa, but in the test
a minimum of 6 millibars was obtained. The vacuum\pressure gauge
VPG2 and the valve V6 are optional if a more precise pressure
measurement is desired.
The test procedure is the following:
Open valves V1 and V4 while all other valves are kept
closed. Turn ON the vacuum pump until the pressure measured by
the vacuum gauge VG drops to about 6-8 millibars. Keep ON long
enough for purging (2-4 min depending on purging volume). Then
close V1 and open V2 right away (to avoid sucking the oil of the
vacuum pump into the connection pipes). Close V5, open V7, and
adjust the pressure regulator to about 1 atmosphere, then open the
optional valve V6. Open valve V3 slowly and observe the pressure
on V-PG to be a little over 1 atmosphere. If without the optional VPG and V6, watch the piston until it begins to move from the bottom
dead position and close the valve V3. Then close valve V4 and
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disconnect the vacuum filling system from the quick coupler. The
plasma ignition device is ready for test.
7.3.4. Block diagram of the complete test system.
Fig. 7.13 shows the block diagram of the test system. The
measurement cylinder is the air cylinder with a piston. The cylinder
is filled with air by the air compressor at the desired air pressure.
This is discussed in §7.4.2. The modules in the block diagram are
the following; TC (Tesla coil) driver shown in Fig. 7.4 with
interconnections shown in Fig. 7.3; capacitive charger shown in Fig.
7.5; vacuum/gas filling system shown in Fig. 7.12.

Fig. 7.13. Block diagram of the test system
7.3.5. Calculation of distances between HV electrodes.
The distance between the HV electrodes can be calculated on
the basis of breakdown voltage. The direct voltage measurement in
the kV range is difficult but it could be calculated with some
approximations. For calculation of the breakdown voltage, one may
use the Pashen-Townsend formula [86]
Bpd
[V]
(7.1)
VB
C ln( pd )
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where: C ln( A ln(1 1 )) , p – pressure (Torr), d – gap (cm)
For air: A = 15 (cm-1 Torr-1); B = 365 (V cm-1 Torr-1);
10 2 , then C = 1.18
Then the breakdown voltage at normal air pressure is:
277400d
VB
(7.2)
1.18 ln(760d )
For a faster estimate at pressures different from the atmospheric
pressure, the monogram of Paschen law shown in Fig. 7.14. could be
used.

7.14. Paschen law for estimation of the breakdown voltage

7.4 Energy measuring system and test procedure
7.4.1. Measuring of the input energy:
The input energy for a single plasma expansion is estimated
from the values measured by the voltmeters and ammeters. They are
preferably of an electromagnetic system, because the scalar
(longitudinal) waves generated by the plasma discharge penetrate
easily through the common ground line and could damage the digital
measurement devices. For a similar reason, the electrical part of the
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plasma device must be supplied by batteries in order to be
completely separate from the power lines.
The energy for the HV spark is estimated by taking the
product of the input voltage, current, and time duration.
The energy of the charged low voltage capacitor spent per
single ignition is given by the Eq. (7.3), where U1 - is the initial
voltage and U2 – is the voltage after the capacitor discharge.
EC

0.5C (U12 U 22 ) [ J ]

(7.3)

7.4.2. Measuring of output kinetic pulse energy:
The measuring system shown in Fig. 7.13 permits estimation
of the output kinetic energy from a single stroke of the gas
expansion.
There are two methods of measurement, both used by Bob
Rohner. Although only the energy of the expansion phase is
measured, the methods are practically useful.
First method: In this method, the measurement system
shown in Fig. 7.2 is a weight fixed on the top of the upper rod
connected to the piston. The rod slides in a linear bearing fixed to
the foundation to which the device is attached. The piston is at the
initial bottom position before triggering of the gas expansion, and
the sliding rubber O-ring is also in its initial position. After the
plasma expansion from a single shot, the O-ring appears displaced to
a distance s from its initial position. The estimated pulse energy
from the plasma expansion is equal to the work done against the
earth gravity acceleration g. It is given by the expression
E (m1 m2 ) gs [ J ]
(7.4)
Where: m1 is the mass of the piston with rods and load
holder [kg], m2 is the mass of load, s is the O-ring displacement [m],
and g 9.81 (m / s) is the gravitational acceleration.
In fact, only the output energy from the plasma expansion is
measured. There is also energy from the plasma contraction that
cannot be estimated by this simple test. However, it is much smaller.
If a ratio of input to output energy is obtained that is greater than
100% (physical overunity), the test will definitely be useful.
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Second method: In this method, the measuring system
shown in Fig. 7.2 is an air
pressure cylinder with a
piston. The sketch of this air
pressure cylinder is shown in
Fig. 7.15.
Fig. 7.15. Air pressure
cylinder for estimation of the
output energy from a single
stroke expansion.
The bottom part of the
sliding rod touches the rod of
the piston in the plasma
chamber, while the upper part
is connected to the piston of
the air cylinder.
The
efficiency might also depend
on the initial working
pressure of the noble gas
mixture. With this method, the efficiency could be tested not only
for the case of an noble gas mixture at normal atmospheric pressure,
but also at greater pressures. This of course will require adjustment
of the triggering high voltage and the initial voltage of the capacitor
bank. For a test with an noble gas at a pressure above atmospheric
pressure, the pressure of the air cylinder must also be the same.
There are two calculation methods in this option for
measurement:
Calculation method A: If the volume of the air pressure
cylinder is greater than the volume of the noble gas mixture, one
may consider that the air pressure is approximately constant at the
lower and upper piston positions. The method is more accurate if
the expansion force is large. For a small expansion force, the
pressure in the air cylinder is close to atmospheric pressure and the
estimate is not accurate. The output energy E from a single stroke
expansion is estimated as the mechanical work W of a force F for
the path s.
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E W

Fs

[J]

(7.5)

Under the assumption that the pressure is constant (due to
the large volume), the force F is also constant. Then it is calculated
by the expression
[N]
(7.6)
F AP 0.25 D 2 P
P is the pressure displayed by the pressure gauge and A is the
surface area of the piston with diameter D (internal diameter of the
cylinder). Note that the pressure gauge usually measures the
differential with respect to the atmospheric pressure. Therefore, the
single stroke energy is
E

0.25 D 2 Ps

[J]

(7.7)

It is better to use SI units of measurements: P [N/m2], D [m],
s [m]. In this case, the physical efficiency is directly obtained as the
ratio between output and input energy.
Calculation method B: The measurement in this method of
calculation is based on classical thermodynamics. The change of air
pressure in the measurement cylinder is taken into account. With
some approximations, the process of a single shot could be
considered as isothermal and we may apply the ideal gas law. Then
the work (energy) is given by the formula

E W

nRT ln(VB VA )

[J]

(7.8)

Where: VA – initial volume before expansion, VB – shrunk
volume due to expansion, R – universal gas constant, T environment temperature in Kelvin, n - number of air moles in the
volume. In the system of SI units, we have
R 8.3143

J
mol K

NA=6.022 x 1023

- Universal gas constant (7.9)
- Avogadro number
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The average number of air molecules in 1 cubic meter at sea
level according to a NASA source is 2.5x1025 molecules [84].
Dividing by the Avogadro number, one obtains 41.51 moles. The
number of moles n in Eq. (7,8) should be 41.51xVA, where VA is in
[m3]. This number also depends on the atmospheric pressure at a
particular height (elevation). This is easily obtainable if the
elevation above the sea level is known.
7.5. Example of energy efficiency estimation using the data
published by Bob Rohner for his Plasma Blaster device
In the following example, the test data from Bob Rohner’s
Plasma Blaster are used. The data are publicly available from his
conference talks, interviews and videoclips. The author also
contacted him by phone but he intends to keep some know-how in
confidence with his team of collaborators. For this reason, some
missing data were inferred from a test of similar electrical modules
performed by the author and his technical assistant, Velin Asenov.
7.5.1. Input energy for a single plasma expansion pulse
Capacitor value: 4000 microfarads.
Charge voltage: 120 VDC (approximately)
Discharge voltage: 60 VDC (approximately)
The discharge energy was calculated according to Eq. (7.3): E= 21.6
joules
The energy for the high voltage spark is not given. (It was obtained
from the electrical device built by the author and tested with a spark
of 40 kV and duration of 80 mS. The input energy is 6 joules).
The heavy solenoid coil over the working cylinder of the Plasma
Blaster is supplied by 24 VDC with a current about 2 – 3 Amps
(according to one of Bob Rohner’s interviews). However, it may be
applied for only a short time during triggering. If it is ON for 0.1 sec
per single triggering, the supplied energy will be 4.8 – 7.2 joules.
There will be some losses in the ON-OFF mode from an eddy
(Foucault) current in the cylinder and piston, but this could be
minimized by a proper design.
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7.5.2. Output energy from the single plasma expansion pulse.
Calculation of the output energy from a single gas expansion
using the data published by Bob Rohner:
a.
By calculation method A: Input data for the air cylinder: D
= 2” (5.8 cm), displacement s = 1.75” = 4.44 cm, internal cylinder
height of the piston on the bottom is approximately 4.5 “ = 11.43
cm, working pressure is 120 psi = 827.37 kPa. (The pressure gauge
measures the differential with respect to atmospheric pressure.) The
force F according to (7.6) is 1.677x103 (N). Then the estimated
output energy from a single stroke of plasma expansion, according
to Eq. (7.7), is
E = 74.54 (J).
(7.11)
b.
By calculation method B: In a single stroke measurement,
the gas temperature in the air cylinder is considered unchanged
because of the short time of the plasma expansion, so we may use
the room temperature of T = 295 (K). The air cylinder volume at the
bottom position of the piston (estimated from a videoclip) is 14.137
cubic inches = 1.954x10-4 (m3). The change of volume for a single
expansion is VA/VB = 1.636. Pressure gauges usually measure the
differential with respect to atmospheric pressure. The absolute
pressure is needed for an accurate number of air moles in system SI
units, so the absolute atmospheric pressure should be added to the
differentially measured pressure. Then the initial pressure is 120 psi
+ 14.7 psi = 134.7 psi. The corrected number of moles in one cubic
meter at this pressure is 41.51x(134.7/14.7) = 380.4. The working
volume VA in m3 is 1.954x10-4 (m3), so the number of air moles is
0.074. An additional small correction is needed because of the air
pressure dependence on elevation. Bob Rohner performed the test at
the elevation of 206 m where the air pressure is 98874.6 (Pa). At sea
level it is 101325 (Pa), so the correction factor for number of moles
is 0.976. Then the involved number of air moles calculated for the
working pressure of 827.37 kPa, corrected for the local elevation, is
0.072 (moles). Putting all data in (7.8), we obtain the value of the
output energy from a single stroke of plasma gas expansion:
E = 89.8 [J]
(7.12)
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We consider that the calculation method B is more accurate. In
method A the air pressure is slightly increased during the plasma
expansion and this makes the piston displacement s smaller. We do
not have all necessary input data for Bob Rohner’s Plasma Blaster,
for example, the HV spark energy and RF source energy. So we had
to make calculations based on the test data from our input modules.
Table 7.1 shows the energy balance from a single expansion phase.
X1 and X2 are the data missing from the Bob Rohner Plasma Blaster
tests.
Table: 7.1. Energy balance for a single gas expansion
HV
Capacitor RF
Solenoid
Total [J]
spark
source 0.1 s ON
Input
X1
21.6 [ J]
X2
7.2 [J]
28.8+X1+X2
energy
Output
89.8 [J]
energy
For 100% efficiency, the input energy of the HV spark and RF
source (X1+X2) must be smaller than 60 joules. From the author’s
test results, the energy X1 could be optimized to 8 joules per stroke
if the HV spark source is properly designed. The minimization of X2
energy could be achieved if a properly designed Tesla coil is used
for the RF source. The power consumption by the solenoid also
could be eliminated by using permanent magnets, as shown in Fig.
7.2.
The conclusion is that in a properly designed plasma
ignition device with optimized input sources and a proper
noble gas mixture, it is possible to achieve physical overunity.
Presently, a more confident analysis of Bob Rohner’s Plasma
Blaster is not possible due to the lack of some data. Bob also claims
that he observed an electrical pulse between anode and cathode from
the plasma collapse, and he considers it to be part of the output
energy. He takes the pulse through a diode and charges a capacitor.
The author tried to detect such a pulse which must have a polarity
opposite to the capacitor discharge. However, it was found that the
diode rectifies an RF emission from the triggering HV spark. If Bob
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Rohner uses an RF generator (he mentioned it at 26 MHz), the
energy of the pulse he detects could also come from this source. If
this is the case, the pulse cannot be considered to be a useful output.

7.6. Conclusions and technical recommendations for
researchers.
The author recommends using the principle of Papp’s engine
instead of the Testatika principle. The latter is not only difficult to
build, but also more vulnerable to external environmental
conditions. From the analysis of the patents in Chapter 4, the
published data of experimenters, as well as the author’s
experimental work, we arrive at the following conclusions and
technical recommendations.
Conclusions:
1. The physical process in Papp’s engine has a signature in common
with natural lightning (thunderstorms). In both cases, a
Heterodyne Resonance Mechanism (HRM) takes place. The
energy from the physical vacuum is accessed by clusters of
oscillating ion-electron pairs. The energy stored in these clusters
is released in an avalanche process triggered by a strong current.
The magnetic field of this current destroys the clusters of ionelectron pairs. The accumulated energy is conveyed to the ions
(some of them recombine to neutral molecules) causing a gas
expansion.
2. The application of an axially oriented magnetic field from a
solenoid (or permanent magnet) in Papp’s engine and the Plasma
Blaster helps to align the clusters. Therefore, the released
energetic ions (or neutral molecules) following the avalanche
process will be predominantly in the direction of the piston
motion. For this reason, the increase of the temperature of the
working cylinder (chamber) is insignificant in comparison to the
gas combustion engine. This is not a classical thermodynamic
effect. Dr. McKubre, who has been in contact with Bob Rohner,
expressed a similar idea based on extensive tests.
3. The use of a mixture of noble gases is more effective. They do
not enter into chemical reactions and their ionization (only single
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ionized atoms) directly leads to formation of ion-electron pairs.
Negative ions cannot work but their number is insignificant.
4. The energy efficiency (input/output) depends on the quantity of
ion-electron pairs. It can be increased by using properly selected
radioactive isotopes (those that are known to create Rydberg
matter).
5. A radiofrequency source could also be helpful in the formation of
ion-electron pairs because it stimulates the HRM frequency in the
MHz range (see HRM RF spectra in §4.5.3).
Technical recommendations:
1. The author recommends building a plasma ignition device with a
magnetic field from permanent magnets according to the sketch
in Fig. 7.2.
2. For the electrical system, the suggestion is to use the electrical
block diagram shown in Fig. 7.3, the circuit diagrams for HC
AC module in Fig. 7.4, the capacitor charge module built as per
the circuit shown in Fig. 7.5. and a Tesla coil built according to
the circuit shown in Fig. 7.10.
3. For optimization of the energy efficiency by estimation of the
output energy, the recommendation is to use initially the first
method of §7.4.2 (with a weight on the top) and then the second
method (with an air pressure measurement cylinder).
4. The second method of §7.4.2 permits experimenting at different
initial pressures of the measuring air cylinder. The energy
efficiency may depend on the initial pressure of the noble gas
mixture.

7.7. Considerations for technical overunity
7.7.1 Kinetic to electrical energy conversion
Obtaining physical overunity is necessary but not a sufficient
requirement for achieving technical overunity. Additionally, the use
of the Papp engine principle is accompanied by the following
problems:
1. Significant difference between expansion and contraction
times (fast expansion and slow contraction)
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2. Time jittering in consecutive triggerings
3. Missing or not-triggered strokes
In the combustible gas engine, the first problem does not exist,
while problems 2 and 3 are enhanced for sufficiently high RPMs. In
Papp’s principle, the expansion and contraction phases are both
workable, but with quite different time durations. The above-listed
problems make it difficult to use the plasma ignition principle in a
classical rotation device with one or more cylinders. It is especially
difficult for higher RPMs. These problems have been a serious
obstacle for Papp prototypes and possibly caused a tragic incident
during one of his demonstrations. They have been serious obstacles
for other experimenters. A different technical solution was
investigated by Bob Rohner, for example, by using a rotating
turbine. However, this option has other problems that interfere with
obtaining overunity.
The most promising choice is a single cylinder plasma ignition
device with a piston connected to a linear generator (alternator). It
will have the following advantages.
The problem of the time difference between the expansion
and contraction phase is eliminated
It will permit conversion of input to output electrical energy.
One of the earlier patents about
a linear generator is the “generator of
electrical current” by E. Jordan, US
patent 1,544,010 (April 24, 1923). It
converts the kinetic energy of
reciprocated motion into electrical
current. The device is illustrated in
Fig 7.16.
Linear generators today have
practical applications and their
design is optimized for higher
efficiency. F. Rinderknecht and
Hans-George
Herzog
show
optimization of a linear generator for
a hybrid vehicle [90]. In another
article, Sandra Eriksson from
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Uppsala University, Sweden, describes a simulation model for the
design of a permanent-magnet linear generator [91]. The model
shows that an efficiency of 85% could be achieved with an output
power of 18 kW.
It is evident that the linear generator must be customized to
obtain the maximum possible efficiency of the kinetic to electrical
conversion.
7.7.2 Estimation of necessary efficiency of the Plasma device
for obtaining net output energy (power).
The step to build a device or engine with technical overunity
is not justified unless a minimum physical overunity is obtained.
The test of the plasma ignition device illustrated in Fig. 7.13 gives
this possibility. Although only the energy of the expansion phase is
measured, the approximate estimate is useful.
It is evident that the physical overunity estimated for a single
stroke must be greater than 100% in order to compensate for losses
in the conversion of kinetic to electrical energy. Additionally, the
electrical output must supply the energy required by the input
modules. This involves also the efficiency of a necessary voltage
converter. On the other hand, a level of pre-ionisation of the noble
gas mixture is needed for the device to work continuously in
consecutive triggerings. For this purpose, it is more convenient to
consider power technical overunity instead of energy overunity. In
such case, we must consider the number of triggerings, N per
second. The expected useful net electrical power Pnet can be
estimated by the equation
Pnet

where: Eout

E out
pulse

pulse k e

N

Pinp

V conv

(W)

(7.13)

- is the output energy of a single

expansion/contraction phase, k e is the efficiency of the kinetic to
electrical energy conversion by the linear electrical generator, N is
the number of ignitions, Pinp is the required input power, and
V conv is the power efficiency of the output to input voltage
converter.
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From the web page of Bob Rohner (rgenergy.com) we see
that he demonstrates 3 or 4 consecutive firings (triggerings) per
second. Let us consider N=3. The input power of the capacitive
charger will depend on N. Using the estimated capacitance energy
per one stroke of 21.6 joules (§7.5.1) (let us accept 22 joules), for N
= 3 we will have 66 (W). If the power efficiency of an optimized
capacitor charger is 75%, the power consumption of the capacitor
charger will be 88 (W). The power of the input RF generator used
by Bob Rohner is unknown. Instead of that, we may use the power
of the low consumption Tesla coil presented in Fig. 10 and 7.12. The
measured input power was 3.75 W. We will use 5 W but with
reservations. In our plasma device, we will use the permanent
magnet in the working chamber instead of the external solenoid. For
conversion of kinetic to electrical energy, we will consider a linear
generator. For this purpose, an optimized linear generator is
necessary. The efficiency of such a generator could be up to 85%,
according to [90,91], but we will use a conservative value of 60%
due to the significant time difference between the expansion and
contraction phases. From a number of observations, we can accept
that the time of the contraction phase is about 5 times longer. This
means that the kinetic energy from this phase will be 5 times
smaller.
Table 7.2 shows the power breakdown budget from all input
electrical devices and output electrical power from the linear
generator connected to the plasma ignition device. We used some
data from the Bob Rohner Plasma Blaster, and data that were
missing we obtained from our experiments and observations. For
example, the power of the HV AC module is 27 W in continuous
mode. If a single triggering needs a HV spark operation of 100 ms,
the energy for a single triggering is 2.7 (J). The power consumption
of a pre-ionizing Tesla coil working in continuous mode is accepted
to be no larger than 8 (W). The output kinetic pulse from a single
expansion is accepted as 90 (J) (Eq. 7.12).
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Table: 7.2. Electrical energy balance for a Plasma ignition device
with a linear electrical generator
Power of input modules

HV AC
module
Ionizing
Tesla Coil
Capacitor
charger

75%

E
[J]

N
#

Power
[W]

2.7

3
4
5

8.1
10.8
13.5
8

22

3
4
5

88
117.3
146.6

Total
Input
power
[W]

104.1
128.1
160.1

Kinetic to electrical
efficiency
60%
Eexp
[J]

Econ
[J]

N
#

Power

90

18

3
4
5

194.4
259.2
324

[W]

Power
Overunity

%

186
202
202

Where: E [J] – input pulse energy, N – number of pulses,
Eexp [J] – plasma expansion stroke energy, Econ [J] – plasma
contraction stroke energy
Assuming that the contraction time is 5 times slower, the
kinetic pulse energy from contraction will be 18 [J]. The efficiency
of the linear generator is considered to be 60%. That is conservative
in comparison to the theoretically optimized value of 85% for
kinetic to electrical conversion [91,92].
According to one certificate of the original Papp engine test [94],
it was run at 726 RPM which corresponds to 12 strokes per second.
From Table 7.2 we see that the electrical power overunity does not
depend strongly on the triggering rate because the major fraction of
input energy belongs to the capacitor charger. Let us consider 4
triggerings per second with an output power of 259.2 W, for which
the power overunity is 202 %. For a closed system, a fraction of this
power must supply the input modules. In order to minimize the heat
loss in the capacitor charger, it should have a short transient time in
its on-off mode. It must be supplied by a battery, because the initial
charge current is large. The most suitable source is a 12 VDC lead
acid battery. For a capacitor charger with an efficiency of 75%, the
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needed power for 4 strokes is 117.3 W. The total input power
including the HV AC module is 128.1 W. Assuming that the power
converter from output to input voltage has an efficiency of 80%, the
fraction of the output power needed to keep the battery charged will
be 128.1/0.8=160.1 W.
Then the net electrical output from the given overunity is:
259.2 – 160.1 = 99.1 (W).
We see that the overunity in the above case depends strongly on
the efficiency of the kinetic to electrical converter. We used a quite
conservative efficiency of 60% for the linear generator.
We use a very conservative approach in calculation of the net
electrical output in Table 7.2. It was observed that at the start, the
minimum low voltage needed for the plasma ignition is higher than
for the consecutive triggerings. In our test, the plasma ignition for
example began at 340 V (capacitor of 800 uF charge) and the
capacitor was discharged to 70 V. In the following triggerings, the
plasma ignition began at 310 V and the capacitor discharged to 90
V. A similar but much stronger effect is observed by Bob Rohner in
his device. He even initially activated the high voltage spark a few
times without discharging the low voltage capacitor. Then the
plasma ignition worked at a lower voltage of the charge capacitor.
In other words, the output pulse energy in this case is the same,
while the input energy for the consecutive plasma ignitions
decreases with respect to the initial ignition. The conclusion is that a
pre-ionized condition of the noble gas mixture is important. This
corresponds to some necessary quantity of ion-electron pairs.
Some necessary quantity of ion-electron pairs must exist
prior to triggering of the plasma ignition.
In the Joseph Papp engine and the Plasma Blaster of Bob
Rohner, the radioactive source enclosed in the two buckets (anode
and cathode) and the RF generator partly satisfy the abovementioned requirement. (Bob Rohner used different radioactive
isotopes). However, some improvement could be made. For
generation of ion-electron pairs (Rydberg matter), the most suitable
elements are radioactive isotopes that emit positive Beta particles.
However, their abundance is very low and one must use artificially
obtained isotopes. A suitable choice is 66Ni that emits positive beta
Beta particles and decays to a stable isotope 66Cu.
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Another improvement over the Joseph Papp and Bob Rohner
devices is to use a multiple frequency emitter in the RF range
instead of a single frequency emitter. Different noble gases could be
ionized by different frequencies. The use of a Tesla coil with a spark
gap is the preferred choice. It generates scalar waves in a broad
frequency range that covers the HRM frequency band. According to
BSM-SG, the magnitude of the scalar waves attenuates faster with
distance than the EM waves, but at close distances they are more
effective for ionization. For this purpose, the Tesla coil described in
§7.3.2 could be used.
From a theoretical and practical viewpoint, the physical
overunity would also be improved if the volume of the working
chamber is larger. In Bob Rohner’s Plasma Blaster, the internal
cylinder diameter is about 2”. Better results could be achieved with
a 3” or 4” diameter. This would also require bigger values for the
high voltage (for the spark) and for the voltage of the capacitor.
In our case, the kinetic energy difference between the expansion
and contraction phases will decrease that efficiency by a few
percent, but computer models for optimization already exist. The
example of the calculations in Table 7.2 suggests that a minimal
physical overunity must be achieved in order to obtain an electrical
net power. If this goal is reached, the next step is a selection of
kinetic to electrical energy converter. Keeping in mind the problems
1, 2 and 3 in §7.7.1., the preferred converter is a linear electrical
generator based on the principle shown in Fig. 7.16.
Presently, advanced designs of linear generators exist for
hydrogen cells and hybrid vehicles [90,91]. The article of Sandra
Eriksson (Uppsala University) about the design of a permanent
magnet linear generator shows that a theoretical efficiency of 85%
could be achieved [91].
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Fig. 7.17 shows the
connection of the plasma
ignition device with a linear
generator. The sliding rod of
the piston is connected to a
radially magnetized rod that
moves inside of the stator
armature of a linear generator.
The latter is stationary and
contains coils in which
current is generated when the
magnetized rod is moving.
The AC output should be
conveyed to a bridge rectifier.

Fig. 7.17.
Conclusions and considerations:
1.The net output electrical power of 99.1 (W) is a conservative
estimate if using a linear generator with efficiency of 60%
(Table 7.2).
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2. In prolonged operation, the quantity of the noble gas mixture
could eventually leak out.
The problem 2. could be solved if the noble gas mixture is
sealed hermetically. One of the Papp engine experimenters, Heinz
Klostermann, suggested a sealed twin device with two explosion
(working) chambers [95]. The main disadvantages of such a solution
are two: (1) it is quite difficult to obtain properly synchronized
plasma explosions in the two working chambers and (2) the
orientation of ion-electron clusters does not provide an efficient
unidirectional push to both pistons as discussed in the next section.
7.7.3. Twin piston device with linear generators
Fig. 7.18. shows a technical solution to the problem 2 (of
§7.7.2) consisting of a twin piston plasma device with a common
working chamber and two linear generators.

Fig. 7.18. Twin piston plasma device with two linear generators.
The device contains a common working chamber and two
compression chambers. The two pistons have sealing sleeves
preferably from Teflon. The plasma ignition causes pistons motions
in opposite directions. The working and compress chambers have
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separate valves for the noble gas filling. The gas pressure in working
and compress chambers must be equal. The gas in the two pressure
chambers will not be ignited and will serve as springs. Some small
fraction of the output energy will contribute to heating the
compressed chambers and this must be taken into account.
Depending on the design of the linear generators, their coils may
provide an output AC voltage with a frequency equal to the ignition
rate or with a higher AC frequency. In the first case, the chokes L1,
L2, and L3 must be low frequency. Such chokes are quite heavy. If
the linear coils are specially designed to give a higher frequency
output, the chokes could be much lighter. The voltage converter is
needed because the output voltage could have a different value
which will vary with the plasma ignition rate. The efficiency of the
converter should be taken into account for charging the battery. The
integral current measured by the ammeter A1 must be positive and
greater than the current measured by A2. This will serve as an
indication that we have electrical overunity.
The twin plasma device is expected to have a few additional
advantages over the one piston device shown in Fig. 7.15. One of
them is apparent from a theoretical aspect.
Let us denote the cylindrical axis by X. The magnetic field
in the working chamber helps to orient the ion-electron superclusters
along the X axis. However, the electron trajectories in some of them
could be clockwise and in others it could be counterclockwise.
Therefore, some of the released ions after the destruction of the ionelectron pairs will have a momentum in the +X direction and others
in the –X direction. Then both of them will exercise a unidirectional
pressure on the pistons. In the case of a single chamber with one
piston, only half of the released ions will exercise direct pressure on
the piston. The other half will exercise a pressure on the wall. Only
then will it contribute to the piston motion similar to a
backscattering reflection, but this type of reflection is not
unidirectional. For this reason, the efficiency of the twin plasma
ignition device will be greater than the efficiency of the single piston
device.
The other advantage is that the gas in the two compressed
chambers will serve as springs. After the plasma expansion, the two
pistons will tend to return to their initial position. This will shorten
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the time of the contraction phase, which will reflect a greater
efficiency of the linear generator. The gas compression in the
compression chambers is a thermodynamic process that will
contribute to some heat, but the tradeoff is expected to be in favor of
the linear generator’s efficiency.
The idea of twin axially aligned cylinders with two linear
generator pistons and a common working chamber is not new.
Etagen Technology offers a similar device, but their design is for a
combustion device using natural gas fuels, biofuel, or hydrogen
[96]. Presently, a number of companies offer efficient linear
electrical generators to be used in hybrid vehicles. Computer models
also exist for optimizing the efficiency of such generators.
According to the model of Sandra Eriksson from Uppsala
University, an efficiency of 87% could be achieved for a linear
generator with a fixed or a variable pole pitch [91]. The company
LG built a linear compressor for refrigerators [97]. It contains the
same functional blocks as the linear generator and could be
redesigned.

7.8. Summary and general conclusions
The theoretical and experimental research shows that a properly
designed device for accessing zero point energy, ZPE-D, is feasible,
but the net energy output is not unlimited.
7.8.1. Volumetric energy density of the ZPE-D accessible by the
HRM effect.
The volumetric energy density was theoretically discussed at
the end of Chapter 1, and Appendix A of the paperback version. Its
measurement unit in SI system is the energy in joules per unit cubic
meter [J/m3].
The volumetric energy density of ZPE-D is thousand
times smaller than the volumetric density of the ZPE-S energy
that is directly connected to the nuclear energy obtained by
nuclear fusion or fission reactions. The most important difference
is the flowing:
The nuclear energy obtained by accessing the ZPE-S by
nuclear fusion or fission reactions involves a change of the CL
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microcurvature around the superdense nucleus, which means a small
change of the CL internode distance. The superstrong SG energy is
release as mass change estimated by the Einstein equation E mc 2 .
This is enormous energy. From the other hand the vibrational type
of ZPE-D energy is distributed uniformly in space, but the access to
it HRM effect does not cause disturbance of the average distance
between the CL nodes, therefore no nuclear transmutations could
take place. Only the internal energy of the electron is affected, but it
is restored during the quantum mechanical interactions of the
electrons with the CL node oscillations. Therefore the amount of the
zeropoint energy that could be accessed by the HRM effect will be
much smaller in comparison with the nuclear energy obtained in the
nuclear plants.
The smaller volumetric energy density of the ZPE-D means
that extracted energy depends on the volume in which the HRM
effect is involved. For example in the case of lightning phenomenon
the volume in which the HRM effect takes place is enormous, while
in experiments it is comparatively very small.
There are also some other obstacles that may need additional
research on this new energy.
The Heterodyne Resonance Mechanism (HRM) predicted
in BSM-SG unified theory permits both: (1) a local gravity
control [18] and (2) access to the zero point energy of the
physical vacuum.
The spectral signature of the HRM effect is clearly
identified in experiments involving glow discharge of
neutral plasma
The HRM effect involves properly activated, oscillating
ion-electron pairs in which the electrons interact with the
physical vacuum at the superhigh Compton frequency.
During specific synchronized oscillations, the electrons
take a fraction of zero point energy.
The HRM effect is identified in natural lightning
phenomenon.
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In the avalanche process of creation and destruction of ionelectron pairs, the accessed zero point energy is released as
a pressure pulse
In a properly designed plasma ignition device, the pressure
pulse provides kinetic energy in which a nonthermodynamic process takes place
A twin piston plasma device is most promising for
obtaining a net output electrical energy (power).
The amount of the net output electrical energy will be
increased with the ignition rate number and the working
volume.
The understandable connection between the physics of the
HRM effect and its technical realization permits optimization of the
plasma device for obtaining physical and technical overunity. Some
problems like the lower volumetric energy density (in comparison
with nuclear energy), the necessary use of radioactive isotopes and
the unknown biological effect will restrict this energy from broader
commercial applications. However, it could be successfully used
in space environments, especially for distant space travels.
The experimental method described in §7.3 provides very
useful directions for researchers and experimenters. Instead of
following blindly the published so far material as patent
applications, videorecords and interviews with experimenters
the proposed technical procedures will save a lot of time and
money, while leading fast to the stated goal.
It must be mentioned that the energy accessed by the
HRM effect could not replace other sources of energy including
the nuclear energy from the power plants. The competitive
option of the latter is the cold fusion nuclear energy that is
completely feasible from a viewpoint of BSM-SG theory [6]. Its
main advantage is a minimal or complete lack of radioactive
waste.
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GLOSSARY
Definition of terms used in this book. Some of them are not
usually found in scholar physics textbooks.
Basic Structures of Matter – Supergravitation Unified Theory (BSMSG) is built on an original concept of a space medium that defines the
properties of the physical vacuum. It is different from the old concept of
the ether as an ideal fluid. A detailed physical model of the space medium
is a 3D grid called a Cosmic Lattice (CL), the building sub-elements of
which are CL nodes consisting of two types of superdense intrinsic matter.
Supergravitation (SG) is an energy interaction process between the
intrinsic matter objects in empty space. Newtonian gravity is a propagation
of the SG field at a far distance by the CL structure. CL nodes are flexible
and their properties permit understanding the relation between Newton’s
gravity and electrical and magnetic fields. The CL structure is distributed
everywhere in the visible Universe.
The Supergravitation law (SG) defines the gravitational forces between
the CL nodes. It is distinguished from Newton’s law of gravity in that the
forces are inversely proportional to the cube of distance. SG forces are
very strong in proximity to elementary particles and they are behind the
strong nuclear forces.
ZPE-S (zero point energy of static type) is a hidden energy contained in
the CL space, and is based on the superstrong SG forces. It is the primary
source of nuclear energy.
ZPE-D (zero point energy of dynamic type) is a vibrational type of
energy. It is a thousand times smaller than the ZPE-S energy but is directly
connected to it. It is uniformly distributed in the visible Universe.
Structure of elementary particles: All stable elementary particles consist
of helical structures. The building blocks of the structures are identical to

the building blocks of the CL nodes, but have a complex spatial
configuration maintained by the SG forces.
Structures of the elementary particles and the BSM-SG atomic
models are real physical models possessing well defined physical
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dimensions. In contrast, the quantum mechanical models are
mathematical, working only with energy levels.
SPM (spatial precession momentum) vector is a specific
mathematical vector that describes the complex spatial oscillations
of the CL nodes. It is involved in the definition of the speed of light
according to the BSM-SG physical models.
Space microcurvature: Space curvature around the superdense
atomic nucleus is characterized by a small shrinkage of the average
distance between the CL nodes. This is similar to the space
curvature around a heavier astronomical object predicted by
Einstein’s General Relativity, but is logically explained by the CL
space model.
Ion-electron pair corresponds to the Rydberg state of the atom, but
with clearly defined physical properties that distinguish it from the
quantum mechanical models of the atom. In experimental
observations of neutral plasma, the ion-electron pairs correspond to
Rydberg matter.
Compton frequency was experimentally discovered by Arthur
Compton (1892-1962). In BSM-SG theory, both the electron and the
CL nodes possess spatial oscillation features in which the Compton
frequency is involved.
Confined electron velocities are the preferred velocities of the
moving electron due to the interaction of its oscillations with the
oscillating CL nodes.
Quantum orbit is the orbit of an electron having a velocity equal to
a confined velocity. When the orbiting electron is near atomic nuclei
(proximity field), its energy is defined not only by its velocity, but
also includes a fraction of the SG field energy.
Neutral plasma is a plasma of ionized gas or gases containing the same
number of electrons and ions while not forming chemical compounds. In
our case the gas atoms must be single ionized.
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